
synAthina Open	Mondays	&	
pop-up	space	Stegi



Open	Mondays



a	community	engagement	tool
Once a week, the synAthina team are offering Open Mondays to civil society 
organizations (established and new) as well as individual citizens  the opportunity to pop 
in our offices and discuss an idea, project or proposal they might have. Whether it’s asking 
questions about funding, advice on marketing or thoughts on how to run an activity in a 
specific neighbourhood, a member of the synAthina team will sit down with you and talk 
it through. 

The sessions are:
1. Informal
2. Free
3. Friendly
4. Open to everyone



Bringing	people	together



a	networking	tool
Open Mondays are also an opportunity to connect various citizens initiatives with one 
another. 

We invite all groups attending our Open Mondays to:
1. Join the synAthina platform
2. Organise activities in their neighbourhood
3. Share their activities on our website and we support promotion on socia media & 

newsletter
4. Connect with like minded groups in their area
5. Share with us any best practices
6. Share with us their needs so we can make sure we offer them any relevant capacity 

building opportunities
7. Access to our pop up space (Stegi)



Capacity	Building







synAthina pop	up	space	“Stegi”







The	Making	of….Stegi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YmSZE5u-bF0



Ithaca	Laundry



BENEFITS FOR THE COMMUNITY:

1. Opens up a dialoguewith the local community
2. Cultivates the feeling of togetherness
3. Brings community groups and civil society in a public central spaceof the

city



BENEFITS FOR THE CITY:

1.	Raises	the	profile of	a	city	unique	and	distinctive	character
2.	Broadens	accessibility	and	expands	the	capacity	of	the	city	to	attract	and	
retain	community	and	citizens	groups
3.	Transforms	neighbourhoods and	brings	 something	 fresh	and	diverse in	
commercial	centres



BENEFITS FOR THEMUNICIPALITY:

1.	Importance of	local	municipality	 to	embrace	and	support	efforts	in	using	
empty	spaces- become	a	role	model	- create	toolkits- offer	advice and	
mainstream	the	process.	
2.	The	municipality	 can	harness	the	existing	energy	and	creativity	that	already	
exists	in	the	civil	society.	
3.	The	city	has	already	invaluable	resources:	buildings,	spaces and	peoplewho	
can	be	used	to	re-make	the	city.

Swap	mentality	from	‘the	council	should’	to	‘the	
council	can	help	me	do…’

4.	Citizens	should	become	city	owners	 and	not	city	users



Position	civil	society	in	the	heart	of	the	city	and	allow	them	to	
become	contributors	to	re-design	it.

GIVE THE CIVIL SOCIETY THE KEYS 



RADICAL IMAGINATION

Test out new ideas and models. 
Invest in radical imagination. Question existing systems.
Trial and Error.



SHARED OWNERSHIP

Allow the project to continually adapt to ensure it is a ‘best fit’ for all involved. 
An ongoing relationship of care, trust and negotiation 
with the community and the local authorities must be nurtured.



EMBRACE TEMPORALITY
Even if the project vacates, the ideas and the experiences of the participants
leave a permanent trace. 
This experimentation shapes the character of a city.


